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The correlated indication of value is a value that is arrived at 

through some reasonable, well-articulated, replicable, and 

credible process of selection, averaging or otherwise, of the 

total valuation evidence generated from the valuation meth-

odologies employed. Correlating a valuation conclusion that 

subsumes all the information, processes, analyses, and market 

evidence in a valuation engagement is no simple task.  The 

term used by some appraisers for the resulting valuation dis-

tillation is “correlated indication of value.”  For valuations in 

which the value methodology directly results in the value defi-

nition specified in the engagement, the correlated indication of 

value may represent the final conclusion of value.  For cases 

in which the value definition differs from the direct results of 

valuation methodology, the correlated indication of value is 

typically adjusted by valuation discounts or premiums (typi-

cally the former) to develop the value definition specified in the 

engagement.   Figure 1 depicts the typical correlation frame-

work.  There are numerous variations and potential interjecting 

steps and adjustments.

In operation, developing a correlated indication of value 

may appear reasonably straightforward (sometimes it is), 

but the considerations in the process can reach back to the 

smallest of details and considerations in the underlying val-

uation methodologies.  A brief review of the global valuation 

approaches provides a good review for the subsequent obser-

vations. Figure 2 presents the three valuation approaches.

Global Considerations in the 
Correlation Process

The following provide some global considerations used by many 

appraisers to navigate the correlation process (which is not to say 

all are best practices).  These points are not listed in any order of 

significance because the priority of consideration changes with 

every appraisal.

 » Nature and Industry of the Subject Business

• Manufacturing, distribution, retail, service, 

professional, contracting, etc. Differing busi-

ness models have differing value drivers 

and differing financial infrastructures.  Some 

methods will be the primary or sole path to 

value for some types of businesses.

• The relative asset-intensity of a business may 

influence the selection of valuation methods. 

Manufacturing concerns make capital invest-

ments differently than do professional service 

firms; the methods weighed should reflect this 

basic reality.
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These value indications arise 
directly from the methods and 
have a native level of value 

based on the adjustments applied 
and/or the market data employed.

Some appraisers will distill 
methods to a single value under 

each approach.

Most appraisers move directly to this process and apply 
valuation discounts (or premiums) as a final adjustment to 

derive the specified value definition.

FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2

RECOGNIZED VALUATION APPROACHES

Asset-based or  

Cost Approach

The asset-based approach is a general way of determining a value indication based on the 

value of assets net of liabilities.  Asset-based valuation methods include those methods that 

write up and write down the various tangible and/or intangible assets of an enterprise.

Income Approach

The income approach is a general way of determining a value indication using one or more 

methods that convert expected future economic benefits into a single, present-value amount.  

Valuation methods under the income approach include those methods that provide for the 

direct capitalization of earnings estimates or the discrete forecast of future benefits (earnings 

or cash flows) and then discounting those future benefits to the present at an appropriate 

discount rate.

Market Approach

The market approach is a general way of determining a value indication by using one 

or more methods that compare the subject to similar businesses, business ownership 

interests, securities or intangible assets that have transacted in a market.  The market 

approach includes a variety of methods that use metrics observed in transactions involving 

similar investments, including publicly traded shares in similar companies and controlling 

interests in similar companies (public or private) that have recently transacted.  Prior trans-

actions in interests of the subject entity may also be considered in a valuation method 

under the market approach.

FRAMEWORK FOR DEVELOPING A CORRELATED INDICATION OF VALUE
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• All businesses have resources at risk in the 

marketplace and should by logical extension 

rely on earnings (cash flow) as the core driver 

of value.  In other words, the capitalized cash 

flow of the subject company should at least val-

idate the value of underlying net asset value.  In 

a very real sense, the value of capitalized cash 

flow defines the value of underlying net assets, 

based on risk, return, and growth parameters.  

Yet many businesses, at different points in 

their life cycles, are more appropriately valued 

based on (or with partial reliance on) underlying 

net assets.  It is the job of the appraiser to deter-

mine the driver(s) of value in general and on a 

given valuation date and to utilize that perspec-

tive in fashioning a conclusion.

• Although all firms employ assets to generate 

profits, some are better at it than others.  The 

store of value in hard assets can serve to 

sustain value (or soften downturns) for many 

types of businesses, particularly in times when 

profits are low or non-existent.  For businesses 

lacking significant hard assets (and other bal-

ance sheet resources), a lack of earnings or 

cash flow, when coupled with poor business 

prospects, likely means a lack of value.

• Businesses that hold assets are typically 

valued using the appraised values of the 

underlying assets and/or on asset values 

that can be readily evidenced from an active, 

observable market.  In such cases, a singular 

method such as the net asset value method 

may be employed.  Additional analysis based 

on income and market methods may be used 

to support valuation discounts that are applied 

to the direct asset-based value indication.

• Most closely held businesses are too small 

or narrow in focus to be valued using the 

market approach.  Accordingly, many (most) 

appraisals do not employ the guideline public 

company method. In similar fashion, other 

market methods may not apply either.

 » Stage of Business Maturity and Development

• Mature businesses with established perfor-

mance may be valued using methods that are 

not appropriate for early stage businesses or 

businesses in decline.

• Start-ups or liquidating business should be 

valued using methods that capture the even-

tual or ultimate expected economic norms or 

outcomes for the business.  In such cases, 

there is little correlation required because only 

one method may be used.

 » Position in Industry or Economic Cycle

• Businesses that display periodic down cycles 

may be valued with more weight placed on 

balance sheet indications of value, particu-

larly when projected performance is uncer-

tain or lacking all together.  However, income 

methods showing little to no value may be 

weighted as a proxy for lack of control issues 

(also known as minority interest discount), 

to capture appraiser concerns regarding the 

economic obsolescence of assets, or to cap-

ture anticipated financial losses for the period 

of time until a return to profitability or stabi-

lized performance is can be expected to be 

achieved.  The weighting of low-to-no value 

income methods serves to effectively discount 

the asset-based method in many valuations.

• Businesses performing at historic average 

levels and/or with continuing expectations 

for stability will likely be valued using income 

methods or with market methods that focus on 

earnings and cash flow.

• Businesses in high or low cycles may be 

valued using discrete projection methods 

that adjust the business up or down over time 

toward a steady state of performance that 

is more in keeping with proven history or is 

better aligned with industry performance and/

or expectations.
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 » Nature of Underlying Adjustments in the Valuation 

Methods

• All valuation methods require underlying 

adjustments.  Asset-based methods follow a 

mark-to-market discipline.  Income methods 

may be adjusted for unusual expenses.  Pro-

jections may be more or less believable in 

the context of history and external market 

expectations.  Market methods may rely on 

market evidence that is not directly compa-

rable or is unreliable due to an economic or 

industry shock.  

• The point is that many valuations include method-

ologies and results that are more or less specula-

tive than other methods.  This can be acute when 

a business is at a peak or trough in its cycle.  

• Under the ubiquitous standard of fair market value, 

appraisers must take into account the balance of 

considerations from both the hypothetical buyer’s 

and hypothetical seller’s perspectives.

 » Standard and Level of Value (The Value Definition)

• An appraisal performed using the controlling 

interest level of value may rely more heavily on 

the higher value indications than on the lower 

value indications.  This kind of consideration may 

serve as a proxy for the highest and best use or 

operation of the underlying business assets.  It 

can also lead to error and/or alleged bias.

• Conversely, a minority interest value defini-

tion may influence the consideration of lower 

value indications or indications from methods 

that are believed more reflective of the expec-

tations of investors who lack the prerogatives 

to bring about the changes or choices that 

might otherwise increase the indicated value.  

This too, can lead to error and/or alleged bias.

• Some appraisals are performed for specific 

purposes using a standard of value other 

than fair market value.  In such cases, certain 

methodologies may be dictated and others 

prohibited.  Fair value under FASB reporting 

requirements may require considerations 

and perspectives very different than under 

fair market value.  Fair value (yes, a different 

“fair value”) under operation of law (either by 

statute or judicial guidance) can vary from 

state to state and from issue to issue.  Dis-

senter’s rights, marital dissolution, securities 

fraud, and other matters in which an appraisal 

is developed for expert consulting or expert 

witness purposes may require unique valua-

tion considerations and often include specific 

instruction from legal counsel concerning what 

“counts” in the calculations and how.  In mat-

ters requiring a very specific set of defining 

elements, the value definition must be top of 

mind when developing or reviewing the work 

product, which is often a scope of report other 

than the typical appraisal opinion.

 » The Quality and Availability of Subject Financial Data

• The lack of proper financial reporting does not 

provide license for an appraiser to resort to 

obtuse measures such as total assets or gross 

sales as a foundation for establishing value.  

• Some situations may require consideration of 

broad financial measures and/or somewhat 

remote market evidence as a basis for spec-

ulating on value when the quality of net worth 

and /or the visibility of cash flow are obscured.  

Such situations may require the valuation to be 

qualified as falling short of a formal appraisal 

opinion under most professional standards.  

• In other cases, an appraiser simply has to 

operate with the available information.
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along lines that are ultimately not relied upon in the valuation is 

confusing or misleading.  Appraisers simply must use the judg-

ments extended them by the appraisal standards to present 

a complete picture of the relevant methodological landscape.  

However, appraisers and their audiences benefit from the use 

of a core set of processes and considerations for deriving and 

displaying the correlation of value.

The table in Figure 3 is provided for perspective.  We note that 

the valuation of most business enterprises is ultimately driven 

by the economic returns generated on the assets that comprise 

the business.  As such, the income approach is the primary 

indicator of value in most business appraisals where the busi-

ness is a going concern and not simply a fund of underlying net 

assets.  Unfortunately, the income approach can be difficult to 

model in certain circumstances such as a recession.

These considerations are based on experience, observations 

of public and private markets over time, and a dose of informed 

judgment; differences, both semantic and substantive, can exist 

from one appraiser to the next.  One could ask:  When should a 

valuation not reflect balanced consideration of all approaches 

and methods?  The right answer is - never.  It is always helpful 

to assess the value indications from all approaches and 

methods in the context of one another.  However, consideration 

and direct reliance are different things.  In many cases, there 

is simply not ample information, market evidence, or cause to 

develop values under each approach.

Appraisers owe the users of their reports a credible explanation 

of where reliance was placed and in what proportion.  There 

are times when financial information and valuation evidence 

suggest that brevity is the high road and that too much analysis 

FIGURE 3

Asset-Intensive Businesses

(Manufacturing, Distribution, etc.)

Service Oriented Businesses

(Professional, Agency, Consulting, etc.)

Position in Cycle Position in Cycle

Approach Peak Transitional Trough* Peak Transitional Trough*

Cost Secondary Balanced

Primary

if well 

supported

Minimal Minimal
Secondary to 

balanced

Income Primary Primary Secondary Primary Primary Primary

Market

Balanced

caution 

warranted

Balanced

difficult to 

assess

Balanced

caution 

warranted

Balanced Balanced
Secondary to 

minimal

* Based on the most recent earnings; if an average and/or future projection is available, income methods can serve as a  balanced to primary 
   consideration when businesses are exhibiting cyclical stress due to economic and/or industry conditions.

Primary - the main value indication against which other indications are assessed
Secondary - typically of lesser reliability, considered to the degree that downside exposure is warranted
Balanced - often considered in tandem with other methods
Minimal - considered only marginally reliable, likely accorded little to no weight
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For ESOP appraisals, the above perspectives can be shift 

based on the comfort and confidence of the appraiser/trustee 

in the company’s ability to maintain a sustainable ESOP ben-

efit.  Repurchase obligations ultimately require cash flow.  

Depending on the overall design and management of the ESOP 

plan, appraisers and trustees are cautioned when relying on 

asset-based value indications without taking into consideration 

the ability of the company to sustain the asset base when cash 

flows fall short of servicing the ESOP’s needs, let alone the 

needs of the business.  ESOP companies that experience a 

decline in business activity and which have little prospects of 

recovering to past performance levels (or worse, remaining a 

going concern) should likely include consideration of a liquida-

tion premise.  The liquidation premise is often developed and 

studied using an asset value perspective, adjusted for the time-

value and liquidation consequences that could befall the assets 

as they are sold.  Such a premise need not be a death sentence 

for the ESOP or the Company, but may relevant to consider 

during a time of reorganization for the sponsor company.

When businesses are displaying significant volatility and/or a 

fundamental change in business posture (particularly on the 

downside), appraisers and trustees are encouraged to com-

municate about the underlying methodology and the poten-

tial need to redefine the level and premise of value for the 

appraisal.  Such changes could materially rebalance the con-

sideration of the underlying approaches and methods toward 

the conclusion.

Correlation Examples

Following are some typical examples of a correlated indica-

tion of value.  We have provided differing examples based on 

varying scenarios.  The numerical values and weights are for 

demonstration purposes; the weights applied are not based on 

any rigid formula and will vary for each appraisal based on the 

totality of underlying factors for each appraisal.

Example 1 in Figure 4.  Small to medium service business; 

stable market, consistent performance and expectations; 

valuation definition is FMV minority interest, correlated value 

before discount for lack of marketability.

Example 2 in Figure 5.  Small distribution business; chal-

lenging market conditions and sub-par expectations; com-

Valuation Weight
Valuation Indications by Method Indications Applied Product Notes
Transactions Method $0 0% $0 (1)
Net Asset Value Method (Tangible Net Assets) $3,000,000 0% $0 (2)
Direct Capitalization Method (Earnings / Cash Flow) $6,000,000 100% $6,000,000 (3)
Guideline Company Method $0 0% $0 (4)
Discounted Future Earnings / Cash Flow Method $0 0% $0 (5)
CORRELATED INDICATION OF VALUE (Operating Equity Value) 100% $6,000,000
  +/- Non-Operating & Off-Balance Sheet Assets & Liabilities 0 (6)
CORRELATED INDICATION OF VALUE (Total Equity Value) $6,000,000 (7)
 (Marketable Minority Interest Basis)

Notes
(1) No Subject Transactions
(2) Excludes Intangible Assets
(3) Reliable Valuation Evidence
(4) No Comparable Publics
(5) No Projections, Stable Performance
(6) None Identified
(7) Rounded to: $1,000

FIGURE 4

EXAMPLE 1: CORRELATED INDICATION OF VALUE
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pany owns real property and other fungible assets; valuation 

definition is FMV minority interest, correlated value before 

discount for lack of marketability.

Example 3 in Figure 6.  Large producer of value-added capital 

assets; stable markets and expectations; advanced financial man-

agement and capital resources; value definition is FMV minority 

interest, correlated value before discount for lack of marketability.

In Figure 6, we can see that the income approach was allocated 

two-thirds of overall weighting.  Looking deeper, if the GPCM 

exclusively considered cash flow calculations (say net earnings 

and EBITDA), then income measures were effectively weighted 

100 percent in the overall valuation; the only difference being 

the specificity of the market evidence used to value the income 

and cash flows.  

For cases in which the GPCM is used, there may be reasons 

that some calculations should receive greater underlying 

consideration than others (say capitalized book value rather 

than EBITDA).  This may simply be a variation of the same 

theme of shifting weights between asset-based and income-

based methods to address issues related to business and 

economic cycles.

Variations on these examples are almost endless.  There are 

often circumstances in which value indications vary greatly and 

require thoughtful explanation about why a value that appears 

at one end of a spectrum was exclusively weighted.  

In some cases, a simple average might be appropriate but 

appraisers should be cautious when averaging a potentially 

non-meaningful indication with a meaningful indication.  

Valuation Weight
Valuation Indications by Method Indications Applied Product Notes
Transactions Method $0 0% $0 (1)
Net Asset Value Method (Tangible Net Assets) $6,000,000 25% $1,500,000 (2)
Direct Capitalization Method (Earnings / Cash Flow) $4,000,000 75% $3,000,000 (3)
Guideline Company Method $0 0% $0 (4)
Discounted Future Earnings / Cash Flow Method $0 0% $0 (5)
CORRELATED INDICATION OF VALUE (Operating Equity Value) 100% $4,500,000
  +/- Non-Operating & Off-Balance Sheet Assets & Liabilities 0 (6)
CORRELATED INDICATION OF VALUE (Total Equity Value) $4,500,000 (7)
 (Marketable Minority Interest Basis)

Notes
(1) No Subject Transactions
(2) Excludes Intangible Assets
(3) Sub Par Margins & Weak Market
(4) No Comparable Publics
(5) No Projections, Stable Performance
(6) None Identified
(7) Rounded to: $1,000

FIGURE 5

EXAMPLE 2: CORRELATED INDICATION OF VALUE
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Rarely does the averaging of an unreliable indication make 

the end result correct unless additional explanation and sup-

port are provided about how the resulting correlation relates 

to the most meaningful valuation evidence.

Accordingly, a relative value analysis, as in Figure 7, may be a 

useful tool in helping explain how each indication relates to other 

indications.  Let us expand on the third example with some addi-

tional information to see how the various indications compare 

to each other.  Such a comparison could be used in an iterative 

fashion to reach a final weighting scenario as well as to provide 

support for the conclusions reached in the report.  Note that the 

relevant comparisons are being made at the marketable minority 

interest level of value.  

At the marketable minority interest level of value, the subject’s 

relative value measures can be directly compared to the relative 

value measures of the guideline public companies.  

Relative value assessments that compare subject valuation 

results to peer valuation evidence must be performed using an 

appropriate and comparative level of value for both the subject 

and the peer.

Section 5 of Revenue Ruling 59-60 addresses the weight to be 

accorded to various factors in an appraisal.  In the context of 

an operating company appraisal, judgment is required to rec-

oncile what may be diverging indications of value among the 

various valuation approaches (or even methods within a single 

approach or method). 

Valuation Weight
Valuation Indications by Method Indications Applied Product Notes
Transactions Method $0 None $0 (1)
Net Asset Value Method (Tangible Net Assets) $50,000,000 None $0 (2)
Direct Capitalization Method (Earnings / Cash Flow) $80,000,000 1/3 $26,640,000 (3)
Guideline Company Method $120,000,000 1/3 $39,960,000 (4)
Discounted Future Earnings / Cash Flow Method $100,000,000 1/3 $33,400,000 (5)
CORRELATED INDICATION OF VALUE (Operating Equity Value) 100% $100,000,000
  +/- Non-Operating & Off-Balance Sheet Assets & Liabilities 0 (6)
CORRELATED INDICATION OF VALUE (Total Equity Value) $100,000,000 (7)
 (Marketable Minority Interest Basis)

Notes
(1) No Subject Transactions
(2) Excludes Intangible Assets
(3) Stable Market & Expectations
(4) Small in Relation to Industry Peers
(5) Bank Projections (Avg. of Indications)
(6) None Identified
(7) Rounded to: $1,000

FIGURE 6

EXAMPLE 3: CORRELATED INDICATION OF VALUE
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Subject Valuation Metrics (Marketable L.o.V.)
Total Equity ÷ MVIC ÷

 Subject Valuation Indication Wt Applied Book Equity Adj. Net Inc. Adj. EBITDA
   Asset-Based Method $50,000,000 -- 1.0 4.6 3.7
   Income-Based Method $80,000,000 1/3 1.6 7.4 4.9
   Guideline Public Company Method $120,000,000 1/3 2.4 11.1 6.3
   Discounted Cash Flow Method $100,000,000 1/3 2.0 9.3 5.6
   Correlated Indication of Value (Total Equity) $100,000,000 2.0 9.3 5.6

Market Minority Level of Value 2.5 11.6 6.5
Median Guideline Company Measures

  Reported Balance of Interest Bearing Debt 50,000,000
  Implied Market Value of Invested Capital (MVIC) $150,000,000

Market Minority Level of Value

 Subject Financial Measures Notes
  Reported Book Value (Shareholders' Equity) $50,000,000 <= Per Audit Report
  Adjusted Book Value (Includes Asset Write-ups) 80,000,000 <= Net Asset Value
  Reported Annual Sales 425,000,000 <= Per Audit Report
  Reported Net Income (C Corporation) 9,000,000 <= Per Audit Report
  Adjusted Net Income 10,800,000 <= Nonrecurring Items
  Reported EBIT 18,000,000 <= Per Audit Report
  Adjusted EBIT 19,800,000 <= Extension of Income Adjustments
  Reported EBITDA 25,000,000 <= Per Audit Report
  Adjusted EBITDA 26,800,000 <= Extension of Income Adjustments

Subject Guideline Implied
 Subject Relative Value Ratios Metrics Metrics Adjustment
  Correlated Total Equity ÷ Reported Book Value 2.00 2.50 20%
  Correlated Total Equity ÷ Adjusted Book Value 1.25
  Correlated Total Equity ÷ Reported Net Income 11.11
  Correlated Total Equity ÷ Adjusted Net Income 9.26 11.60 20%
  Correlated MVIC ÷ Sales 0.35
  Correlated MVIC ÷ Reported EBIT 8.33
  Correlated MVIC ÷ Adjusted EBIT 7.58 8.80 14%
  Correlated MVIC ÷ Reported EBITDA 6.00
  Correlated MVIC ÷ Adjusted EBITDA 5.60 6.50 14%

The differences between the 
subject measures and the 
guideline measures reflect 
the application of 
adjustments to the public 
company data. Such 
"fundamental adjustments" 
may result from a selection 
process or by use of an 
accepted method. In this 
example, such comparative 
relative figures support the 
valuation.

FIGURE 7

RELATIVE VALUE ANALYSIS
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Although averaging widely diverging indications of value from 

various valuation methods may be appropriate in a particular 

valuation, appraisers should assess why such large differ-

ences exist.  Do indications from the market approach suggest 

that assumptions made in methods within the income approach 

be revisited?  Or do the results from an income approach shed 

light on the appropriate fundamental adjustment (or selection of 

guideline companies)? 

Within the market approach, indications of value can vary 

widely, depending on the financial measure capitalized.  The 

appraiser may glean hints with respect to the weight to a par-

ticular indication by considering why such differences occur.  

Differences between indications derived from capitalized net 

income and EBIT are a function of the financing mix.  

Differences between indications derived from EBIT and EBITDA 

may reveal varying degrees of asset intensity.  Capitalized 

revenue measures provide a view of “normalized” margins - 

are the margins of the subject company likely to improve or 

deteriorate?  Finally, capitalizing measures of physical volume 

(number of subscribers or units sold, for example) could reveal 

unit-pricing disparities between the subject and the selected 

guideline companies. 

There can be no fixed formula for weighing indications of value 

from various valuation methods.  Responsible appraisers, rec-

ognizing this, should apply common sense and informed judg-

ment in developing a correlated indication of value.  

Conclusion

Given the potential diversity of valuation evidence and method-

ology in most business appraisals, a well-reasoned and ade-

quately documented process is required to support the initial 

and final valuation conclusions derived in a business valua-

tion.  In this publication we provided insight on the functional 

processes and analytical considerations underlying the deter-

mination of a correlated indication of value.  Additionally, we 

discussed methods and perspectives that can be used to jus-

tify the underlying methodology and valuation evidence relied 

upon while providing relative value observations to support the 

reasonableness of a valuation conclusion.
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Each year, Mercer Capital assists scores of companies and 
financial institutions with annual ESOP valuations, as well as with 
ESOP installation advisory, disputes, and fairness opinions.

Mercer Capital understands ESOPs because we are an ESOP-owned firm. We 

provide annual appraisals for ESOP trustees, as well as fairness opinions and other 

valuation-related services for ESOP companies and financial institutions.

We bring over 30 years of valuation experience to every ESOP engagement. 

The stability of our staff and our long-standing relationships with clients assure 

consistency of the valuation methodology and the quality of analysis for which we 

are known.

We are active members of The ESOP Association and the National Center for 

Employee Ownership (NCEO), and our professionals are frequent speakers on 

topics related to ESOP valuation. Each of the senior analytical professionals of 

Mercer Capital has extensive ESOP valuation experience, providing primary senior-

level leadership on multiple ESOP engagements every year.

Mercer Capital’s ESOP Valuation Services

Contact a Mercer Capital professional to discuss your needs in confidence.

Mercer 
Capital

Timothy R. Lee, ASA 
901.322.9740
leet@mercercapital.com 

Nicholas J. Heinz, ASA  
901.685.2120
heinzn@mercercapital.com

Travis W. Harms, CFA, CPA/ABV 
901.322.9760
harmst@mercercapital.com 

Andrew K. Gibbs, CFA, CPA/ABV 
901.322.9726
gibbsa@mercercapital.com

Mercer Capital
5100 Poplar Avenue, Suite 2600
Memphis, Tennessee 38137
901.685.2120 (P)

www.mercercapital.com
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• Annual ESOP plan valuation

• ESOP appraisal review

• ESOP feasibility valuation

• Fairness opinions

• Complex ESOP transactions

• ESOP dispute resolution

• ESOP sale or termination opinions

• ESOP second-stage transactions


